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We're Growing!
Wy We're up to 152 members, and new members, especially from overseas, keep
X trickling in, ‘Special thanks to V. Girard for mention in the ARGS mag.
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e@ I, SPECIES THIS ISSUE: GALOCHORTUS UNIFLORUS
 

In this issue, we will cover ¢. uniflorus.
The species is = study in how botanists can
disagree,

RANGE: From SW Oregon down through the N. Coastal Ranges of Califor-
nia to about Monterrey. Many stands in the southern portion of its range
extinet or threatened,

BOTANY: C. uniflorus belongs to section Celochortus, one of three
secti6ns of the genus Calochortus. While M. Ownbey Believed that the ep.
is tetrsploid, with @ haploid chromosome count of 20, Brian Ness has de-
termined that both diploid and tetraploid populations exist. The diploid
populaticns lie generally to the north of Lake Co., Cal, while the tetra-
ploids are to the south of these. Thus there are C.uniflorus stands with
both haploid #10 and 20. There may be a triploid population as well, ac-
cording to Frank Callahan and Ray Godfrey. In Oregon, there are stands
which are sterile, but reproduce vegetatively, by bulbils. C. unifiorus
1s also unusual in that unlike most members of sect. Calochortus (not the
genus}, it produces bulbils:in its leaf axils (bulbilifery, Fiedler) i.e.
where the leaf joins the stem.

_€. uniflorus is assigned to the “nudi“ subsection of sect. Calochor-
tus in Ownbey's monograph of the genus. As with the pussy ears, the flo-
wers tend to be upright, rather than nodding. Unlike the former, they
tend to produce glabrous, i.e. nearly hairless petals. The seed capsule
is elliptic and nodding. The common names, "Star tulips" and “meadow tu-
lips," reflect the similarity of their form to what may be a closely rela-
ted genus, Tulipa. The bowl shaped flowers with outwardly extended se-

e pels looks Tike a tulip surrounded by a three pointed star.
€. uniflorus is differentiated fron the other star tulips partiy by

form, partly by habitat, and partly by its bulbiliferous habit. From ¢.  
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nudus and €. minimus it is distinguished by gland shape and stem shape
as well as by its bulbiliferous habit. Bulbilifery aiso separates ¢.
uniflorus from C. umbellatus, an otherwise closely related species. C.
umbeltatus is “very rarely” bulbiliferous according to Ownbey, whereas
Cc. uniflorus is consistently so. C. uniflorus is further differentiat
from the other star tulips by habitat. It tends to grow in wet meadows
at low elevations, rather than hillsides, alpine clearings or woodlands;
sun, not part shade.

Other botanical differences are less clear-cut. If one dips into
the botanical literature, one will find a bewildering array of contrary
descriptions of the sp, For example, Prof. Abrams describes its color
as *white to lilac," while Profs. Jepson and Ownbey describe it as "li-
lac," and Dr. Niehaus as “pink” (A Field Guide to Pacific States Wild-
flowers, p. 252). Bryen Ness thinks that this reflects the diversity
of color forms of a sp. with a relatively large range. He does not
think that there are any truly white ones however.

The petals of C. uniflorus are wedge- or fan shaped, and the anthers
can be obtuse or acute. The gland is oblong (Niehaus) or convex (Jepson,
Cwnbey) and covered with a triangle-shaped scale, or membrane. The stem
is often low, and usually not branched according to Prof, Ownbey.

HISTORY: The species was discovered early in the nineteenth century,
and described by Hooker and Arnott. It is not “one-flowered," as its bo-
tanical name would imply. Although some botanists placed it in sect.
Cyclobothra, this was later revised, and it is now recognized as an early
and well-established species. A separate sp., C. lilacinus (Kelogg, 1663)
proved to be C. uniflorus upon later examination.

HORTICULTURE: In the wild, C. uniflorus grows in meadows which are
wet for pert of the year (late autumn to spring), gets 15-30 inches of
rein = yeer in normal years, and prefers sun. However, it is often cloudy
or foggy in its habitat for much of the year. In its native range it i
hardy to GF, initsnorthern stands, and will probably endure more with
protection. Its southern stands, on’ the other hand, receive almost no
frost. The besal leaf appears from mid- to late winter, while the blooms
appesr from early to mid-spring, and is often the first sp. of the genus
to bloom. Like the others in its section, it is a hypogeel germinator,
without @ cotyledon leaf (Robinette. Farwig).

For pot culture, a light, friable mix is recommended. This can va-
ry from soil based mives (1/3 loam, 1/3 humus, 1/3 sand) to organically
based mixes (2/3 humus, 1/3 sand), to soilless mixes (e.g., U.C.Davis soil.
less: 1/3 vermiculite, 1/3 perlite, 1/3spagnum peat nosey. While drainage
is important, this sp. probably gets more water than almost any other
Galochortus in the wild. During its dormancy in summer and early autumn,
it should be kept dry, but according to Mre. Sehmidt, it will tolerate
some summer water. It prefers sun, but would probably appreciate pert
chede in hot locetions.

In the ground, €. uniflorus is one of the least fussy in the genus,
tolerating almost pure sand (KTine-Cregon) to heavy clay (Hayward). Some
humus or sand added to poorly drained soils may aid growth, although this
sp. will tolerate poor drainage better than most others. Fertilizer re-
sults in my field trials are not in yet, but Farwig uses lime; Baccus,
emmOnium nitrate; and Robinette, Miracle-Grow.

Propagation is both from bulbils and from seeds (for seed care see
vy.I, #2). “There is the advantage of bulbilifery with this sp., which
makes vegetative propagation an option. Pests include rodents, who eat
the bulbs, and damping off of seedlings. Landscape positions include na-
turealized meedows, beds of natives (Cal., Or., Wash.}, and areas set asi
for Mediterranean climate sp.
II. ANNOUNCEMENTS:

1. Bryan Ness of Pacific Union Coll. in Angwin, Ca. has agreed to
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act as a consultant to Mariposa on biological aspects of Calochortus,

e.g. taxonomy. Mr. Ness 1s completing his Ph.D, work at St. University

of Washington at Pullman, where Marion Ownbey taught. His dissertation

is on Calochorti, including e re-examination of the "nudi" subsection.

2, Stan Farwig and Vic Girard, our well-known advisors, are doing

the write-up on the genus Calochortus for the Jepson manual revision.

3, Another new species of Calochortus, C. umpguaensis, was (re-?)
discovered near Roseburg, Or. It was noticed by Ray Godfrey that a spe-

cimen identified as a known sp. was in fact distinctive. Ray brought

it to the attention of Nancy Fredericks, who published it. It will be

discussed in more detail in a future issue.

III. The Horticultural History of Calochortus—j3rd Installment. ;

Sanders, T.W., Bulbs and their Cultivation, London, W.H.&l. Colling-
ridge, 1908,
"There is quite a large number of species in cultivation,,.All the
especies are more or less tender, coming as they do from Californie,
and therefore can only be successfully grown outdoors in the war-
mer parts of the (United) kingdom. ‘Some of the species require par-
tisl shade, and others plenty of sun. In all cases a rockery is a
good position for growing them; failing this, then a well-drained
bed or border should be provided for them...some require loam or
peat, others a gravelly or a sandy soil, and their individual re-
cuirements must be studied. Messrs. Wallace and Co., the bulb
epecisalict>, navever, state that they can be grown successfully in
a compost of road grit, leaf-mold and sand, so where peat is diffi-
cult to obtain, their advice may be safely followed
wppanting should be carried out from September ig AYmeere and in
the case of such species as clavatus, Kennedya (sic), macrocarpa,
and Plumerin March. Plant three inches deep and four inches
apart. Cover the surface of the soil with bracken or leaves, and
remove these in March. AS soon as the bulbs have flowered cover
those planted in groups on the rockery with a bell-glass or cloche,
and those in beds with a frame light, supported at each corner by
a brick. This precaution is necessary to ensure the thorough ripe-
ning of the bulbs. In this case, the bulbs may be allowed to grow
undisturbed for three years, when lift and replant in fresh soil. _
Where frames or cloches are not avaliable, lift the bulbs annually
ae soon as the leaves wither, and store them until September, then

replant. During the growing see the soil is kept moist. Increased
by offsets, also by seeds. Seedlings, however, do not flower until
they are three to six years old." ~-pp. 56-57
There is an additional description of Calochortus culture in the
chapter on growing them in a "cold greenhouse:"
"Five inch pots, or pans 6 in. deep and 8 in. to 12 in. in diameter
may be used to grow Galochorti. The compost should consist of egual
parts of peat, leaf-mold, sandy loam and coarse silver sand. Good
drainege must be provided, Plant the bulbs in October or early No-
vember, placing them two inches deep and three inches apart in the
pans, or four in a5 in. pot. Store under fiber refuse in a cold
frame until growth begins, then remove them to a greenhouse. Water
carefully until growth is active, then give a liberal supply until
the leaves begin to fade, when gradually discontinue the supply with-
holding it entirely in autumn and winter. These bulbs must have
full exposure to the sun both when growing and ripening their bulbs.
Store in a cold frame in autumn, and repot in November. A little
weak liouid manure may be given during the growing stage. Increased
by offsets," --p. lay

A chart is also provided listing, for a number of SPP such
factors as color, flowering period, soil type, exposure, té.
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In this article, of British origin, more attention has been paid

to @ifferences between winter and spring growing sp., different growing
media, and the like. The selection on greenhouse culture is the first
explicit treatment of the topic I know of. As British growing conditions
are what the author has in mind, his comments may be less useful to ~~?
terranean~ or Western-climate growers. They may be useful to Eastern
growers, however.

sea . ep FT TF Pm

iV. Conservation: CALL FOR VOLUNTEERS
Chuck Baccus has suggested the establishment of seed sources on mem

bers' land. His idea is to build a frame filled with a suitable medium
and use seed of a single sp., appropriate to the area. The member would
tend to the species, trade seed with other members, and help to reesta-
blish wild stands. Such pure sources would also aid in conservation, by
establishing new, pure, relatively undisturbed stands. Volunteers with
a small space to spare on their land are urged to submit their names,

Sten Farwig suggested that knowledgeable members aid in conserva- .
tion by reestablishing Calochorti, or spreading them in areas where they
once grew. The idea is to gather seed in the spring, care for it over
the summer, and plant or spread it just before the autumn rains, in sui-
table spots. This applies particularly to extinct stands, where Calo-
chortus, once abundant, has now vanished. If and only if there is no
genetically similar nearby source, seed from other areas, but the same
species, could be spread. The range of the genus could be expanded
through deliberate reseeding and spreading. 7 .

¥. Mixes: U.C.Davis Mix, $ sand, + spagnum peat moss, by volume.
This mix was developed by U.C.Davis as an all-purpose mix, balancing

water retention with aeration and drainage. It was meant to be used
with supplemental fertilizers. It echoes the recommendations for sand
Soil modification, viz., 50% organic matter amendment of sandy soil.
works fine for the Mariposa section even without fertilization. The Ca-
Lochortus section don't seem to like it as much {too lean?).

VI. In Ground Culture
Beceuse the Calochorti bloom from April to September, one could, in

theory grow 4 garden of The genus which would be in continuous bloom all:
spring and summer into the fall. Beginning with the Calochorti in early
spring, the Mariposas bloom in late spring, the spring growers in early
summer, and the Cyciobothras in late summer and early autumn. Yet the
different spp. have different horticultural requirements, and thus would
have to be separated into at least three groups. The Mexican spp, requi-
re summer water, while the California spp. must be kept dry in summer,
Depending upon where you live, and which spp. you wish to try, growing all
of the spp. in the ground may be impossible.

Nothing is easier, of course, for Western growers than to scatter
seed of local spp., leave them be, and watch them grow to maturity, with-
out ever watering, fertilizing, or caring for them in any way, except at
the seedling stage. Most parts of the West have four-five spp. which
will grow under locel conditions, and California has many more. The lo-
e=ls will survive on nothing but normel rainfall once established, and
usually will adapt to local soils without amendment, although they may
not bloom during drought years. Yet the lure of the beauty of non-local
spp. is hard to resist.

In the ground, Calochortus will do well in most soils which are weld:
drained. Though some spp. grow in almost pure clay in the wild, which
generally poorly drained, these may represent the survivors of unchecked
rodent predation, as both rodents and rabbits use the bulbs as a source
of food. Clay gets rock-hard during the dry summers of the Pacific Coast, 
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Making it difficult for the rodents to get at the bulbs. Predation may
also account for the tendency of wild montane stands to grow in extremely
rocky habitats, and for the high desert spp. growth between the roots of
sagebrush. In any case, modifying heavy clays with sand or gypsum (for
the Mariposas and cyclobothras); and compost or leaf-mold (for the Galoe-
chorti} will improve drainage, as well as soil structure and aeration.
In pure clay up to fifty per cent amendment is recommended, with prepor-
tionally iess for soils with less clay. The soil should be thoroughly
mixed with the amendment to avoid pockets of unmixed clay or sand, which
can stratify the water supply. Another way to handle clay soils is to
water less, or not at all (in areas of sufficient rainfall) to compensate
for lack of drainage. But your results may be mixed. Growing the plants
on banks or mounds will also increase drainage.

Sandy or gritty soils should be modified with up to 50% organic mat-
ter, such as well aged leaf-mold, or compost. While drainage is less of
a problem in such soils, maintaining even moisture, especially for the

seedlings, can be more of a problem.
The bulbs should be planted 3-4 inches deep, and 4-6 inches apart.

Uniess it rains, they should receive water at regular intervals: twice
a month for the desert spp., and once a week for the others. During dor-
mancy they should be kept dry. Those who receive rain all year round
shoule dig the bulbs after dormancy, or cover them thoroughly.

VII. Corrections:
1, In Mareposs #2, I suggested baking the potting medium for 2? hours,

at ?00°F to pyevent damping-off. Prof. Watson, whose field is plant pa-
thology, suggests instead 180°F, i.e., "pasteurization," not "steriliza-
tion." This eliminates damping-off pathogens, but preserves spores of
their enemies in the medium. As the letter is easily recontaminated, it
is better to preserve biological controls within the medium.

°, Bryan Ness thinks the stand in the letter section of #2, in Marin
Co., is most likely C. uniflorus, not my guess, C. umbellatus.

2, Tha.section Eucalochortus is now called section Calochortus. The
convention in adding the prefix to sections of a genus to distinguish
them has retently been dropped, according to B. Ness.

- ue Dr..P. Fiedler has drawn a useful distinction between bulbifery,
i.e,, division of the parent bulb; and bulbilifery, or offset bulbils
formed. im the leaf axils of certain liliaceae, incl. Calochorti. While |
ail Calochorti, as far as is known, divide (some very slowly), not all
produce bulbiis.

VIII. Letter to Mariposa
"We are wondering whether you got Calochortus nisoni to germinate.

Harold Dahnke... stratified it in vermiculite in the refrigerator, get-.
ting germination in about 30 days; then he planted it in a mixture of
sand and peat with the actual seeds lying in a bed of vermiculite. He
says it is important not to be too moist. So far it has just broken
through the soil and standing up." --william A. Weber, F.L.S. Professor
Emeritus and Curator, Herbarium Colo, (also a former student of M. Ownbey)
This method of germinating spp. from cold climates in warm areas was
used for years by Stan Farwig. The seed and vermiculite should be just
slightly moist, not wet. It should be placed in a sealed "ziploc” bag
in the vegetable crisper at about 35-LO°F. In my experience the germina-
tion time is longer, 6-12 weeks. Following the advice of Dr. P. Fiedler,
I trensplant the seedlings, which germinate in the vermiculite, to ano-
ther medium. Thus the vermiculite is eliminated.. The method works for
all cold climate spp. (I have tried it successfully on C. apiculstus, ¢.
elegans, C. greenei, C. Syrenius| C. macrocerpus, C. flexuosus, C. bru-
neaunis, ¢. nuttalTii, an - g€unniseni}. 1s also advisable for mon-

tane Ca. spp., e.g., C. Kennedyi v. Munzil, --Ed.)


